ANU

Service Performance Framework
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUE
The ANU must deliver and manage resources and services to achieve its Mission. Everyone is part of
this Mission and our services, like everything we do, need to be world-class. The immediate
challenge is to develop frameworks for better service delivery and resource allocation as ‘One ANU’,
delivering a sustainable operating model that enables a leading-edge environment for students,
academics, professional staff and partners in service experience, delivery and design. The quality of
our services are therefore non-negotiable, they should be collaborative, responsive, continuously
improving, provide exceptional service and deliver value for money. This challenge must be met in
the context of a contracting budget for the next few years.
The Resources and Service Provision Taskforce has been developing and consulting on a Service
Performance Framework (SPF) to support the ANU Mission into the future. The consultation has
been overwhelmingly positive and, while the University expects it to be subject to continuous review
and improvement, this SPF (as outlined in this paper) will be adopted to guide our service providers’
thinking on how they will contribute to the University’s recovery.
KEY ISSUES
CURRENT STATE
Currently, the ANU has disaggregated service systems, resulting in repetition, lack of connection and
poor end-user experience. There is a gap between comparable Universities and the ANU in terms of
cost, with some areas appearing expensive while other areas appear underfunded 1. Some areas of
the ANU are delivering high-standards of service while other areas are falling short of best-practice.
The ANU must develop and implement a SPF that provides solid guidance and clear expectations, is
flexible enough for use by all areas, reflects existing pockets of excellence and innovation, and
generates service standards which represent value for money (effective, efficient, high-quality and in
the right location).
However, all this must happen within an environment of competing strategic tensions (see Figure 1).
The ANU must move quickly (but not recklessly), cohesively and collaboratively and balance
available resources against ambitious, world-class thinking and aims.
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Figure 1 – Strategic Tensions

DRIVERS/CASE FOR CHANGE
The case for change starts with the need – achieving the ANU Mission by delivering a world-class
service experience. The ANU Vision for this experience is outlined below in Figure 2:

Figure 2 – The ANU Vision for world-class service experience.

Over the past 10 years, there has been a perception that ANU has focussed on administrative
efficiency, to the detriment of experience. Numerous administrative surveys, student benchmarks,
feedback mechanisms and focus groups 2, have captured feedback on ANU service delivery such as:

Our service standards, delivery and experience need to be world-leading, if we are to be.
Administrative Services Survey (2013-2019), International Student Barometer (ISB), Student Effectiveness
Survey (SES), Voice Engagement Surveys, CSBA satisfaction report 2019, University Services Feedback 20182020, Forums (various) and other sources.
2
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Preliminary consultation has identified some key concerns, which have been taken into
consideration during the development of this paper. They are:

THE PURPOSE OF PRINCIPLES
Principles are needed for guiding and assessing performance. They also can guide decision-making
and underpin criteria about service strategy, funding allocation and change. We therefore hope that
they can support decision making in the immediate future, as well as over the longer term, for how
to respond to current financial challenges. Importantly, principles reflect our values and set
expectations for ANU services among those who receive them and those who deliver them, and they
are therefore integral to a developing whole of ANU service performance framework.
THE
SERVICE IMPROVEMENT HE SERVICE IMPROVEMENT ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK
THE SERVICE PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK
The SPF is a whole-of-University resource and provides a standard process to follow when reviewing
services to identify the need, define the problem and plan the way forward (see Figure 3 or
Appendix B). Underpinning this process are Service Experience, Service Capability and Service Design
Principles. All service design analysis and change must be benchmarked against these Principles (see
Figure 4). Some areas of the university are well progressed in service review and others have already
initiated actions in response to the current fiscal environment. The SPF is flexible enough for use by
all areas, regardless of where they are in their service improvement process.
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Figure 3 – The Service Performance Framework

THE SERVICE PRINCIPLES
ANU services supply resources to members of the ANU community and ANU stakeholders. While
they are a resource, like money, they are also …

In the process of delivering a service, value is created or transferred between the participants e.g. a
document is improved, somebody learns something 3 or a need is met. In this context, everyone at
ANU delivers service wherever there is an end-user and everyone at ANU is an end-user, or
customer, of ANU services.
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Service Principles articulate standards to be aimed for in three key areas: Service Experience, Service
Capability and Service Design. Service improvement activities will be benchmarked against these
principles to guide service development and delivery. Figure 4 provides a high-level summary of the
proposed Service Principles, using the metaphor of an iceberg. The tip is the end user experience:
the most visible. Underneath it, however, lies service capabilities and design. An explanation of each
principle can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 5 – ANU Service Principles

Utopian or something to aim for? These principles are standards to aim for and step towards. Not all
will be achievable now, or relevant for every service, or every service change. The aim is to make
explicit what is expected and wanted, set a direction for change, and ensure service decision making
is strategic, accountable and transparent.
Within ANU there are some recent examples of service improvements (see Figures 5 & 6) that meet
these principles. Two examples are below.

Figure 6 – System Improvements - One-Touch Leave Approval
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Figure 7 – Policy Improvements –Travel

Feedback has demonstrated that these improvements made a significant difference to the end-user
experience and the capability of the service provider to deliver.
THE TOOLKIT
The SPF includes a number of associated resources that can assist with reviewing and analysing
services (available in the Library of Resources section of the ANU Project Management Framework
website). These resources include:
•
•
•

Lean Waste Tool (TIM WOODS) – a method for identifying anything that is not adding value
to the customer and is therefore waste that can be removed from the process i.e.
duplication of process.
Service Design Principles – See Figure 5
Process Mapping Tool – a method for developing a visual picture of how the entire service is
currently delivered. This enables identification of pain points, waste and opportunities for
improvement across the entire end-to-end process, regardless of where it sits.

A key part of the service analysis and design process must look at service location. A number of
models can be considered when identifying how services should be structured and any decision
must be driven by both ANU and end-user need. Locational decisions can be guided by how well
options optimise or compromise the performance principles. These models are outlined below:
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There are things that can be done immediately to identify and address duplication, wasteful
processes and inefficiency. When commencing the review and analysis of services, the following
steps are a useful guide.

CONSULTATION
The SPF will be used both now (in the context of our immediate challenges) and into the future (as
services continue to be reviewed and implemented). Key stakeholders have been engaged in the
development of the SPF and have provided feedback on the foundational thinking on the service
principles and how we review what we do, to make it the best it can be. Key stakeholders that have
been consulted include:
•
•
•
•

Members of the ANU Community including students (prospective, current, coursework,
research) and staff (teachers, convenors, researchers, post-docs, professional)
Services Taskforce Workgroup
Student Leadership (ANUSA/PARSA)
University Leadership Group (Executive, Deans, Service Division Directors, College General
Managers, and Research School Directors)

We intend the SPF to be a ‘living’ framework, whereby feedback is sought and improvement is
continuous. Please send any further feedback on the SPF to university.feedback@anu.edu.au.
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NEXT STEPS
During consultation on the ANU Recovery Plan a strong theme arising from our community was the
opportunity to reduce duplication and improve the efficiency and effectiveness of services across
the University. Governance and strategy (including accountability) was also raised.
In order to ensure all these opportunities are considered in an overall service delivery architecture,
and decision making is strategic and accountable, executive service leads will be considering their
service domains in the context of this service delivery framework. These service domains, and
related sponsors, are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 – The Service Domains

A response will be prepared to guide implementation of the new service principles across each
Domain. These responses are expected to be delivered in two stages, initial responses by the end of
November 2020 and then other areas being delivered by the end of January 2021.
In order to ensure this process remains co-ordinated and interdependencies managed, a governance
body is being established to provide light-touch governance. This overarching steering committee
will ensure work is connected across portfolios, colleges and schools to deliver the OneANU vision.
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APPENDIX A – SERVICE PRINCIPLE DETAILS

Service Experience
People who use our services will find them:
CONNECTING

Connected to what they need, seamlessly (no repetition, only ask once, no
wrong door, across campus).

OUTSTANDING

A consistent, excellent, high-quality experience. All services must support
high performance.

EASY

Easy to access, easy to understand, easy to use. Quick. Intuitive. Value
everyone’s time and keep the process as simple as possible. Real efficiency.

RESPONSIVE

Both agile and stable, able to continually evolve in an accelerating
environment.

KIND

Collaborative, responsive and considerate no matter how easy or hard. For
everyone.

WHERE NEEDED

Proximity to end-user set by complexity, specificity and value-add. Some
services are best invisible. Others must be close at hand.

Service Capability
People who deliver our services will be:
EMPOWERED

Tailored and agile when needed, authorised to respond to complex needs,
equipped with resources to do so.

ACCOUNTABLE

Data-driven decision makers who evaluate and learn. Clear lines of
accountability.

EXPERT

Invested in, growing their knowledge and skills to deliver on excellence.
Provided with funded career pathways and credential-building.

PARTNERS

Working in partnership to solve problems, with empathy. Listening, asking,
meeting needs. Co-designing and delivering services collaboratively.

CONNECTING

Conduits to a whole-of-University system (internally and externally).

VALUED

Given respect. Expecting respect. Valued and valuable.
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Service Design
How we design our services will deliver world-class capability and experience. They will be:
VALUE FOR MONEY

Delivering excellence considering both quality and cost. Evidenced-based
return-on-investment.

USER-CENTRIC

Co-designed to meet the end-user needs and enable constant feedback and
improvement.

SIMPLE

Fast, easy and enjoyable. No duplication. No repeats.

OUTSTANDING

Excellence fuelled by agility from innovation, continuous learning, data
integrity and expertise. Creativity is core business.

NO WRONG DOOR

Integrating our people, processes, systems, data and services. Always
collaborative. Access from any point, arrives where needs are met.

STRATEGIC

Each service has clear lines of governance, leadership and accountability to
support strategy.

RIGHT LOCATION

Located based on need, specialisation, type, quality and end-user benefit.

DATA DRIVEN

Designed from need, based on evidence and accountable.
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APPENDIX B – SERVICE PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK
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APPENDIX C – ANU SERVICE MAP
A mapping process of ANU services by key domains will be conducted and the outcome distributed ASAP, to assist
governance from a whole-of-University perspective.
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